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Anelastic anomalies and negative Poisson’s ratio in tetragonal
BaTiO3 ceramics
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Anelastic anomalies !sharp variations in modulus and damping with temperature" were observed in
tetragonal BaTiO3 via broadband viscoelastic spectroscopy after aging at 50 ° C for 15 h. The effect
was most pronounced under electrical short circuit condition, at low frequency and under small
excitation strain !10−6". Softening in bulk modulus and negative Poisson’s ratio were observed near
60 ° C. Effects are attributed to an oxygen vacancy mechanism. A relaxational model cannot account
for sharp response at smaller strains. Heterogeneity of negative stiffness is considered as a cause.
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15 min prior to testing. During testing, a thermal rate between 0.008 and 0.01 ° C / s was used.
Figure 1!a" shows anomalies in Young’s modulus E !absolute value of the complex modulus" and damping tan # in
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Negative stiffness entails a reaction force in the same
direction as imposed deformation. Landau theory predicts a
negative bulk modulus during ferroelastic transformation.
Inclusions of negative stiffness in a matrix give rise to
anomalies !sharp peaks of large magnitude" in modulus and
damping.1 The concept was used to design a particulate
composite2 of polycrystalline BaTiO3 in Sn which exhibited
extreme anelastic properties !Young’s modulus larger than
that of diamond" within a narrow range of temperature. Surprisingly, such an extreme response was also observed near
60 ° C, which is well outside the normal transformation
windows of BaTiO3 ceramics !125 ° C: tetragonal-to-cubic
transformation; 5 ° C: orthorhombic-to-tetragonal transformation". Such a phenomenon cannot be due to the hindrance
of transformation from the constraint of matrix since pure tin
will yield at 50 MPa which can merely shift3 the transformation by 2 ° C. The present study explores the anelastic
anomaly in tetragonal BaTiO3 ceramic as it depends on
strain level, electrical boundary conditions, and frequency.
Negative Poisson’s ratio of substantial magnitude and softening of the bulk modulus occur at small strain. To our
knowledge such effects have not heretofore been experimentally observed in a hard isotropic solid.
Broadband viscoelastic spectroscopy4 was used to study
the anelastic loss and moduli of three BaTiO3 specimens
!Alfa Aesar, 99.9%, 3 % 12 mm pieces as received" over a
range of temperature with different thermal histories. Deformation of the specimens was induced by electromagnetic
torque and measured by a laser method. Data were captured
by a lock-in amplifier. Specimens I and II, obtained from one
piece, were originally adjacent to each other, and measured
as 0.8! 1 mm2 by 9.56 mm !I" and 0.78! 1 mm2 by 8.68
mm !II" after cutting and polishing. Specimen III !0.82
! 1 mm2 by 9 mm" was cut from the other piece. Optical
microscopy observation reveals a grain size about 25 "m,
and domains as small as 1 "m. Gold was sputtered onto all
the surfaces of specimen I and III. Specimen II was not
coated. Aging was done in air !i" at 50 ° C for 15 h and !ii" at
135 ° C for 3 h. Each specimen was then cooled freely down
to room temperature, at which the temperature was held for
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FIG. 1. !Color online" !a" Anelastic anomalies at 0.1 Hz in damping tan #
and Young’s modulus E outside the normal transformation windows in
specimen I !aged at 50 ° C". Responses in bending !E" after aging at 135 ° C
and in torsion !G" after aging at 50 ° C are provided as comparison. !b" Bulk
modulus K and Poisson’s ratio $ calculated from a restricted set of points
from !a". E at 10 Hz !after aging at 50 ° C" and 0.1 Hz are compared for
specimen I. Strain applied is 4 ! 10−6.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Anelastic response !damping tan # and Young’s
modulus E": anomalies in specimen III at several frequencies !0.1, 1, and 10
Hz" at a strain of 4 ! 10−6 after aging at !a" 50 and !b" 135 ° C.

bending observed at an excitation strain of 4 ! 10−6 in specimen I after aging at 50 ° C. Figure 1!a" also includes the
shear modulus G in torsion under the same condition. No
anomaly was observed in bending after aging5 at 135 ° C or
in shear. Bulk modulus K and Poisson’s ratio $ calculated
within a restricted temperature window for selected data
points disclose significant softening in bulk modulus and
negative Poisson’s ratio #Fig. 1!b"$. Anomalies were also observed in uncoated specimen II !between 25 and 40 ° C" after
aging at 50 ° C, but less in magnitude than coated specimen
I. Softening of single elasticity tensor elements is well
known, but cooperative effects leading to softening of the
bulk modulus of stiff materials, is much less so.
Modulus and damping versus temperature at various frequencies of fresh !prior to thermal cycling through the Curie
point" specimen III at an excitation strain of 4 ! 10−6 is
shown in Fig. 2 #!a" aged at 50 ° C; !b" aged at 135 ° C$.
Anelastic anomalies were observed from 55 to 100 ° C after
aging at 50 ° C. Anomalous response becomes more pronounced at lower frequency but there is no shift in temperature with frequency. Specimens I and III both show anomalies but the magnitude and position differ. Such difference
can result from heterogeneity in domain textures, defect concentrations or surface strain.6
The anelastic anomalies at low strain do not shift in temperature with frequency. The anomalies tend to decrease with
increasing applied strain until the broad peaks are observed
in damping at an excitation strain of 2 ! 10−5 !Fig. 3". Without the superimposed sharp anomalies observed at smaller
strain, these broad peaks are relaxational in nature: the peak
shifts with temperature according to an Arrhenius relation.
Activation energy is about 0.6 eV in specimen II, and 0.8 eV
in specimen I. The relaxation time is about 7 ! 10−11 s in
specimen II and 8 ! 10−12 s in specimen I. The activation
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FIG. 3. !Color online" Anelastic response !damping tan # and Young’s
modulus E" of specimen II !a" and specimen I !b" at a strain of 2 ! 10−5 at
different frequencies after aging at 50 ° C. Results show the relaxation peaks
in the damping curves.
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FIG. 4. !a" Oxygen octahedron in tetragonal BaTiO3 unit cell. O2− has two
kinds of nonequivalent sites A or B and C. In cubic phase, the distances
between Ti4+ and A !B" and C sites are the same. In the tetragonal phase,
distances between Ti4+ and A !B" and C sites are given !Ref. 7". !b" presents
an 180° domain. After aging at 50 ° C, Pd is generated, Ps and Pd are
aligned in the same direction. After aging at 135 ° C, Pd is not generated
shortly after temperature is reduced through the Curie point, and defects
possess cubic symmetry. !c" When stress is applied, Ps will align % with
respect to Pd and leads to a restoring stress &r between Ps and Pd.

energies and the relaxation times of the broad peaks are reasonable compared with Ref. 7: 0.5% 0.6 eV, 2 ! 10−11 % 2
! 10−9 s, measured in an electrical open circuit condition.
Oxygen vacancy !OV" is known to give rise to broad
relaxation peaks7 in damping near 60 ° C in BaTiO3. The
peaks depend on thermal history and their magnitude depends on OV concentration.8 Shift of the peaks to higher
temperature in the coated ceramic in comparison with uncoated is attributed to the electrical boundary conditions: the
reduced depolarization field enhances the internal polarization which increases the activation energy associated with
relaxation process of OVs.
The oxygen octahedron in tetragonal BaTiO3 unit cell is
illustrated in Fig. 4!a". Spontaneous polarization Ps exists
below the Curie point. Impurities, such as Al3+, will preferably locate at Ti4+ site, and form defect dipoles9 with OVs.
According to the mechanism of symmetry-conforming property of point defects !SCP-PD",10 OV can occupy either of A
!B" or C sites of the oxygen octahedron with identical conditional probabilities above the Curie point. Below the Curie
point, OV tends to migrate to and accumulate at C sites,
which are closer to the center of octahedron, from A !B" sites
during aging, and hence forms defect dipole moment Pd. Pd
will generate a restoring stress on the spontaneous polarization Ps, forcing Ps and Pd to align along the same direction.
Aging at 50 ° C for 15 h allows Pd to align in the same
direction as Ps, giving rise to stored energy. In contrast,
freely cooling to room temperature from 135 ° C !after aging
at 135 ° C" takes less than 3 min. Such a time interval is too
short for Pd to be generated after passing through the Curie
point. Therefore, interactions between Ps and Pd will be introduced after aging at 50 ° C but not after aging at 135 ° C.
Properties with sharp dependence on temperature cannot
be explained by a relaxation process. Sharp frequency dependence observed in heterogeneous systems is explained via
composite analysis by inclusions of negative stiffness.11 A
possible mechanism for negative stiffness to occur based
upon SCP-PD in tetragonal BaTiO3 is as follows. Figure 4!b"
presents an 180° domain. Angle % between polarizations Ps
and Pd will occur instantaneously when axial stress applies
which breaks crystal symmetry #Fig. 4!c"$. Due to the time
delay between Ps and Pd, a restoring stress &r will be introduced. If &e !local stress due to applied stress" attains &e
= &r at a critical angle %c, then as % increases due to inertia of
domain walls !DWs", &r will be larger than &e, and the polarization vector will tend to snap-back due to the nonlinear
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interaction between dipoles. At this point, the domain will
exhibit a negative stiffness behavior due to release of stored
energy as it shrinks under tensional stress. 90° domains cannot switch in polycrystalline ceramics,12 so cannot cause
negative stiffness. The mechanical and electrical conditions
within such localized regions are very complex in polycrystalline materials, and are highly coupled with domain textures, dislocation substructures, and thermal conditions. Suitable combination of these factors, which determines stresses
&e and &r and hence entails negative stiffness, may only be
satisfied within certain temperature regions.
As for energy of interaction, given Young’s modulus of
90 GPa, a strain of 2 ! 10−5 corresponds to &e of 1.8 MPa.
Therefore, for a unit cell volume, the elastic energy induced
by excitation strain is on the order of 10−21 J. Interaction
energy !W" between a defect dipole moment !"defect" and a
spontaneous polarization dipole moment !"spontaneous" can be
calculated by the equation13

"defect "spontaneous
W=
,
4 ' ( 0r 3
r is the distance between dipoles !on the order of lattice
parameter", and (0 is vacuum permittivity. Assuming "defect
and "spontaneous to be14 6.5! 10−30 C m, W is on the order of
10−21 J, which is consistent with the elastic energy per unit
cell volume induced by the applied strain. In real case, such
negative stiffness microregion could be entailed within two
or three unit cell volumes.15 An even higher excitation strain
will lead to more elastic energy, which is higher than the
interaction energy between defect dipole polarization and
spontaneous polarization, negative stiffness thus disappears.
It is equally to say that when &e ) &r !&r is coercive stress"
during the elastic reorientation history of 180° domains,
negative stiffness will not occur.
Heterogeneity of negative stiffness gives rise to anomalies in modulus and damping.1 Undulations in material properties have been predicted in heterogeneous materials with a
distribution of negative stiffness values for the inclusions.16
Such inclusions can be incorporated by design, and have
been predicted to appear naturally on a fine scale.17 For
BaTiO3 ceramic, impurities and vacancies cause heterogeneity via electromagnetic interaction with DWs. No anomaly is
observed in shear since there is no volume change, so no
deviation between Ps and Pd.18 The magnitude of the anelastic anomaly is less in the uncoated specimen II than in the
coated specimen I: the depolarization field will significantly
reduce the magnitude of polarization, so the restoring stress
between Ps and Pd will be less than in a short circuit condition.

Such anelastic anomaly is encouraging in the context of
designed materials: one may use different ferroelastic materials, dope proper acceptor ions and utilize heat treatments to
attain external damping or negative stiffness at desired temperatures for various applications. The anomalies are pertinent to conventional applications of ferroelectrics in that
they may affect the performance of devices.
In conclusion, softening in bulk modulus, negative Poisson’s ratio, and anomalies in damping and Young’s modulus
are observed in tetragonal BaTiO3. The effects are attributed
to an OV mechanism. The sharp dependence of properties on
temperature at small strain cannot be explained via a relaxational mechanism. A mechanism based on release of stored
energy from negative stiffness heterogeneity is proposed.
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